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The Independence of Credit Rating Agencies: How Business Models and Regulators InteractAcademic Press, 2013

	The Independence of Credit Rating Agencies focuses on the institutional and regulatory dynamics of these agencies, asking whether their business models give them enough independence to make viable judgments without risking their own profitability.


	Few have closely examined the analytical methods of credit rating agencies,...
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Mastering Delphi 7Sybex, 2003
Whether you're new to Delphi or just making the move from an earlier version,  Mastering Delphi 7 is the one resource you can't do without. Practical,  tutorial-based coverage helps you master essential techniques in database,  client-server, and Internet programming. And the insights of renowned authority  Marco Cantú give you...
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Practical PowerPivot & DAX Formulas for Excel 2010McGraw-Hill, 2010

	PowerPivot: What a name! Or I should really say what’s in a name? Powerful Pivoting? Pivot-table for power users?


	PowerPivot is a lot more than that. When I started the PowerPivot project back in 2007, along with Amir Netz (Microsoft BI Distinguished Engineer), the incubation project was called BI Sandbox. We had been looking...
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Radiosurgery: 7th International Stereotactic Radiosurgery Society Meeting, Brussels, September 11-15, 2005Karger, 2006


	The International Stereotactic Radiosurgery Society represents a community

	of colleagues across the world. The 7th meeting of the society was held in

	Brussels, Belgium under the leadership of meeting chairman Dr. Marc Levivier

	and scientific program chairman, Dr. Jean Regis. Professor Jacques Brotchi

	served as the Honorary...
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A Practical Guide To Business Writing: Writing In English For Non-Native SpeakersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Nowadays, letters, reports and emails are vital components of business practice. Communication is increasingly global, but it’s not any easier to understand or contribute to for non-fluent English speakers. There is increasing pressure to be able to produce effective documents for a business environment but little help out there to do...
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Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Grid Control Handbook (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Let’s just look it right in the eye and call it out. We in the IT industries have been barraged with the buzzwords over and over again since we rolled into the new millennium: the transition to utility computing, or grid computing, or cloud computing (depending on the source/exact month/position of the stars in the sky). We’ve...
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Writing a Report: How to Prepare, Write and Present Really Effective ReportsHow to Books, 2009

	Report writing can be described as a career skill. Not only is it a task that forms part of an increasing number of business jobs, but also it can make a huge difference to how you are perceived and even how well you get on in your career. Today, good communication skills and theability to write effective reports are essential competencies...
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Local Area High Speed Networks (MTP)Sams Publishing, 2000
There is a great deal of change happening in the technology being used for local networks.  As Web intranets have driven bandwidth needs through the ceiling, inexpensive Ethernet NICs and switches have come into the market.  As a result, many network professionals are interested in evaluating these new technologies for implementation consideration....
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Joe Celko's Analytics and OLAP in SQL (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
The First book that teaches what SQL programmers need in order to successfully make the transition from transactional systems (OLTP) into the world of OLAP.     

       Before SQL programmers could begin working with OLTP (On-Line Transaction Processing) systems, they had to unlearn procedural, record-oriented programming before moving...
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Disaster Recovery (EC-Council Disaster Recovery Professional)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent
	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers better known
	as black hats are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and
	are...
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Kathy Jacobs on Powerpoint: PPT 2000, PPT 2002, PPT 2003 (On Office series)Holy Macro! Books, 2004
Learn to design presentations to fit any audience, create reports and graphical essays, use PowerPoint with other Microsoft Office products, and more with this timesaving guide.

A recognized expert in teaching Microsoft PowerPoint skills demonstrates how to design presentations to meet the needs of every audience. The peskiest PowerPoint...
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Professional VSTO 2005 : Visual Studio 2005 Tools for Office (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Visual Studio 2005 Tools for Office (VSTO) supports Word, Excel®, and Outlook® and allows developers to build robust Office applications in both the C# and VB languages. This practical guide shows you how to leverage the power of VSTO to write enterprise software targeting Office 2003. Even if you're not entirely familiar with VSTO, you'll...
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